
UG40
The basic mobile frame for our table machines

Technical Spacifications

External dimensions in cm

Weight
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48 x 60,5 x 67,5

each 24,5

approx. 20 kg

Bag unit height in cm (2 compartments)

You have a table and want a mobile unit,
or you must use the current space of the vacuum cleaner
to create more workspace, then our mobile frame under the 
frame the UG40 lower frame is the ideal solution.

• Made entirely of stainless steel,
swivel castors with locking function

• universal suitable for all WECO-MATIC
table machines

• with bagged trays, most often
sizes are always at hand



Accessories
Suitable for your vacuum packing machine
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immer wieder
frisch auf den Tisch

Our sloping insert

Available in different versions and for each car. Liquids,

such as sauces, can be safely and without contaminating the 

car room. car

room. This allows for clean suction. inserts

Inclined with magnetic brackets are perfect for storage

the same distance between the bottom of the bag and the 

bottom of the bag. 

Our external adapters for GN container 

Thanks to a special function of our machines and a suitable 

connection in the machine room, our external adapters are 

perfectly suitable for evacuating GN containers, for example.

Jars and bottles with screw cap

Thanks to the domed lid, which is standard on all machines, 

our machines have a high room height. This means that 

jars, but also jars with screw caps and even bottles can be 

vacuum packed. Perfect for any food, liquid or beverage for 

longer life

Our insert plates

Significantly reduces evacuation time and ensures that

that the product product is always perfectly placed in the 

room.in the room. As a general rule, we specify that the 

center of the productit must have approximately the same 

height as the upper edge

of the sealing bar.

Included as standard with every machine!


